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ABSTRACT
The first topographic map of northern New Spain appeared as part of the military inspection of the borderland
carried out by Brigadier General Pedro de Rivera y Villalón (1724–1728). Compiled by the military engineer
Francisco Álvarez Barreiro between 1725 and 1729, this remarkable manuscript map, comprising of six sheets, is
known as the earliest official military map of the northern Spanish borderland. However, apart from the northern
edge of the Spanish Empire in New Mexico and Texas, the map also covers the vast area of Sonora, Sinaloa,
Nayarit and Nueva Biscaya, reaching all the way to central Mexico.
Although based on an original field survey and compiled with the clear military purpose of reinforcing the
borderland, the map shows strong resemblance with Jesuit maps of the same region. In its style of presentation of
the relief and symbolization used for the settlements, Álvarez Barreiro’s map looks like a rather typical missionary
map. How did that come about, and did the Jesuits contribute to its content? Based on original research of the
sources of military and Jesuit provenance, the paper analyses the role the Jesuits played in the appearance of this
map, as well as how this map affected the subsequent Jesuit mapping of the region. Moreover, on this example we
discuss how Jesuit mapping influenced the early military cartography (and vice versa) in general.

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE
Dr. Mirela Altić is a chief research fellow at the Institute of Social Sciences in Zagreb, Croatia. In the Department
of History, University of Zagreb, Dr. Altic holds the rank of full professor and lectures on the history of cartography
and historical geography. Besides her specialization in South Eastern and Central European map history, last few
years she publishes extensively on the Jesuit cartography of Americas and conducts research in European and
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines the temporal and geographical journeys of the cartography of a project to connect the interior
of Central America (Guatemala City) with the Caribbean coast through new roads or a canal. Although little
progress was made on the construction of this project in the period concerned, the idea of finding new connections
between interior and coast was the concern of successive imperial and post-colonial governments and
foreshadowed nineteenth-century projects for a trans-isthmian canal in Nicaragua or Panama. This idea, as I show,
was originally rooted in the local reform concerns of a small group of merchants, officials and scholars in
Guatemala City.
Using engineer’s surveys, maps, government documents and newspaper reports from archives in Guatemala,
Spain, and the UK, I show how different interest groups made their arguments for a canal in a visual manner.
Central America, by virtue of its peripheral position within the Spanish empire, developed its own language of
cartography that was influenced by imperial priorities on the one hand, and local understandings of space on the
other. Maps of the interior tended to reflect local and indigenous conception of space and travel, while coastal
maps were focused on the Madrid imperial government’s concerns. In canal and coastal road projects, these worlds
collided and formed a new language for articulating infrastructure concerns.
The different formats that arguments around the canal took also betray an overriding concern with the nature of
the landscape surrounding it, and the perfectibility of the environment that would enable the infrastructure to
function. These were the concerns and ideals of Enlightenment reform which crept into surveys that purported to
document the routes analytically. The projects show the influence of local Enlightened reform movements
articulated by a coalition of scholars, local officials and merchants (the Sociedad Económica de Amigos del País
and the Consulado de Comercio). The longevity of these projects shows how this Enlightened rhetoric, without
necessarily being explicitly expressed, influenced ideas of infrastructure in the Iberian world and beyond into the
nineteenth century.
Some of these maps were passed on to and copied by the Royal Geographical Society in London in the 1830s.
Projects originally borne out of local merchants’ particular concerns and local officials’ language of economic
reform thus left an international legacy that became part of the internationally connected world of the nineteenth
century, and a new global imagination of the world’s infrastructure represented by the RGS.

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE
I’m a VC2020 Lecturer in History at DeMontfort University, Leicester. I hold a BA in Ancient and Modern History
from Oxford, and an MPhil and PhD in History of Science from Cambridge. I have held fellowships at the John
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to this conference) a National Endowment for the Humanities summer fellowship in ‘Mapping the Americas’ at
the Newberry Library, Chicago. My book ‘Science and Enlightenment in Central America’ will be published by
Cambridge University Press in 2019.
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ABSTRACT
Magellan’s “discovery” of a passage to the Pacific Ocean became of paramount importance to the Spanish imperial
project following the return of his fleet to Seville in 1522. At the heart of Spain’s attempt to capitalise upon what
was to become a key trade route and location of grave naval significance was cartography. The region north of the
eponymous Strait, depicted on early modern European maps under a variety of names including Magallanica, the
‘Patagonian Desert’, and the ‘Province of the Strait of Magellan’, had to be mapped in order to be settled and
brought firmly under Spanish jurisdiction. However, the inhospitable climate of this region that we now know
definitively as ‘Patagonia’ swiftly quelled King Felipe II’s initial colonising efforts in the 1580s. No further
colonisation attempts were made until the 1780s, and accurate topographical information regarding this ‘deserted
corner of the Spanish Empire’ remained scarce throughout most of the early modern period.
In this paper, I consider a crucial moment in Spanish-produced cartography of ‘Patagonia’ in the final decades of
the 18th century. A plethora of hydrographic charts and topographic maps were created in order to address Spain’s
ongoing concerns regarding British interests in the South Atlantic following the 1770 Falklands Crisis, and to
facilitate the second colonisation attempt, which was once again met with considerable failure. Using materials
produced by cartographer José Custodio de Sá y Fária (1710-1792), royal hydrographer and cartographer of the
Malaspina expedition Felipe Bauzá (1764-1834), and the lesser known artist and cartographer Alejo Berlinguero
(1750-1810), I analyse the discrepancies discernible in late 18 th century maps of ‘Patagonia’ in order to understand
how Spain conceived of the region as a tenuous part of its Empire. This elucidates the continuing issue of
Patagonia’s contested borders in the present day, as the wildly varying toponomy and iconography used on maps
of the region enable us to trace the desolate mythology that has persisted for centuries. In contrast with Spain’s
widely successful colonisation efforts further north in the Americas, ‘Patagonia’ remained a location at the limits
of the imperial fantasy, a nature that could not be conquered even by the greatest Enlightened statesmen. I argue
that Patagonian geography can therefore be recognised as not only contradictory, but also violent, particularly in
the omission of indigenous populations from these maps.
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Elizabeth Chant is a PhD candidate in the department of Spanish, Portuguese and Latin American
studies, University College London. Her AHRC-funded research investigates the complex evolution of
representations of Patagonia from 1520 to the present day using a variety of cultural media such as maps,
film, literature and art. Chant’s current PhD work is concerned with the development of cartography of
Patagonia in the early modern period, and how it established the region’s contested geography. Her first
book chapter, which analyses the decision of maverick Argentinean director Lisandro Alonso to film in
Patagonia, is forthcoming.
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